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Led by the Nose: Olfaction in Primate
Feeding Ecology
OMER NEVO AND ECKHARD W. HEYMANN

Olfaction, the sense of smell, was a latecomer to the systematic investigation of

primate sensory ecology after long years in which it was considered to be of minor

importance.1 This view shifted with the growing understanding of its role in social

behavior2 and the accumulation of physiological studies demonstrating that the

olfactory abilities of some primates are on a par with those of olfactory-dependent

mammals such as dogs and rodents.3,4 Recent years have seen a proliferation of

physiological, behavioral, anatomical, and genetic investigations of primate olfac-

tion. These investigations have begun to shed light on the importance of olfaction

in the process of food acquisition. However, integration of these works has been

limited. It is therefore still difficult to pinpoint large-scale evolutionary scenarios,

namely the functions that the sense of smell fulfills in primates’ feeding ecology

and the ecological niches that favor heavier reliance on olfaction. Here, we review

available behavioral and physiological studies of primates in the field or captivity

and try to elucidate how and when the sense of smell can help them acquire food.

The mammalian sense of smell is
managed by several functionally dis-
tinct systems; the major ones are the
main and the accessory olfactory sys-
tems.5 Although some overlap
between the two exists,6 the acces-
sory olfactory system is generally
dedicated to processing intraspecific
social cues and signals (for example,
pheromones), whereas the main
olfactory system deals with airborne
chemicals from other sources.7 Thus,
chemosensation via the main olfac-
tory system is what most of us would
recognize as smelling. It allows sam-
pling, detection, and identification of
volatile compounds from the envi-
ronment (Fig. 1).

There is, by now, little argument
over the notion that primates have a
good sense of smell. High olfactory
ability entails two major olfactory
capacities: olfactory sensitivity and
discrimination capacity. Olfactory
sensitivity is the ability to detect
odorants at relatively low concentra-
tions. Discrimination capacity is the
ability to perceive that two odors are
different from one another and thus
also to recognize odors. In a series of

physiological studies, several primate
species from different lineages have
been shown to possess high olfactory
sensitivity3,10 and discrimination
capacity.4,11 Notably, their perform-
ance was on par with that of mam-
mals such as dogs and rodents,
which are considered to be highly
olfactory-dependent. High olfactory
capacities have been demonstrated to
be relevant in various contexts, from
social behavior12 to predator avoid-
ance.13 Not surprisingly, another con-
text in which the sense of smell has
been shown to be useful is food
acquisition. Studies in the wild have
described “sniffing” behavior in for-
aging primates. Moreover, many
experiments have shown that captive
primates of several lineages can use
olfactory cues to detect or choose
feeding items.14,15 It thus seems clear
that the sense of smell is likely to
play an important role in primate
feeding ecology. But beyond knowing
that smelling may be important, how
much do we know about what it
actually does? In which contexts is it
most informative? Which ecological
niches favor higher reliance on olfac-
tion and possibly select for higher
olfactory sensitivity or discrimination
capacity?

Previous attempts to answer some
of these questions have focused on
comparative analyses of anatomic
and genetic components of the pri-
mate main olfactory system. Inter-
specific variation in several features
of the main olfactory system has
been documented: Species differ in
the surface area of the olfactory
epithelium,16 the size of the main
olfactory bulb,17 and the number of
functional olfactory receptor (OR)
genes, which code the receptors
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expressed on the olfactory epithe-
lium.18 Several studies interpreted
interspecific variation in these traits
as evidence that frugivorous and
insectivorous diets, as well as a noc-
turnal activity time, are associated
with superior olfactory capabil-
ities.19–21 Others40,94 have argued
that the acquisition of trichromatic
vision in primates has led to a reduc-
tion in olfactory capacities (Table 1).
Yet the basic assumptions here are
questionable. Most importantly, it is
unclear which olfactory capacities
these measurements approximate
and whether they are at all useful in
assessing the level of reliance on
olfaction in a species (Box 1, 2).

Current conceptions regarding

how and in what contexts olfaction

plays a role in primate food acquisi-

tion are still primarily based on

genetic and anatomical proxies,

while behavioral works, when taken

separately, often serve as no more

than anecdotal support for the

notion that the primate sense of

smell can be useful. However, many

behavioral studies have accumulated

since the last reviews dealing with

the roles of olfaction in primate feed-
ing ecology.14,15 Addressing them
together allows us to begin to under-
stand how the high olfactory capaci-
ties of primates translate into
success in realistic ecological tasks
in the context of food acquisition.

Here, we take a step in this direc-
tion and review available behavioral
studies regarding the roles of olfac-
tion in primate feeding ecology.
Rather than simply describing all
instances of the use of olfaction in
the context of food acquisition, we
organize relevant behavioral studies
in a way that can help us to depart
from the general notion that olfaction
is useful and, instead, elucidate what
primates do with their sense of smell
when addressing feeding challenges,
as well when smelling is useful and
when it is not. We ask two main
questions: What function does the
sense of smell fulfill in primate food
acquisition? Which ecological niches
favor higher reliance on olfaction?

The starting point for the first
question is the distinction between
the searching and selection phases;15

that is, the localization versus selec-

tion and quality assessment of food
resources. These two processes may
require different capacities and pro-
vide different kinds of information:
“where might food be?” as opposed
to the quality of individual items
such as fruits on a tree that provides
fruits with different degrees of ripe-
ness. We then move on to the second
question and examine two aspects of
ecological niches that have been sug-
gested to generate different require-
ments from the olfactory system:
dietary strategies and the availability
of visual cues. The goal is to use
behavioral works and apply a quali-
tative comparative approach to
examine whether species with differ-
ent diets or those for which visual
cues are less available tend to use
their sense of smell more than other
primates do when searching for or
choosing food items. A concluding
section emphasizes the difficulties
presented by currently available data
and offers directions for future
studies.

OLFACTION: WHAT IS IT GOOD
FOR?

Food acquisition is a multi-step
process that includes locating food
and assessing its quality.14,15 Olfac-
tion can potentially be useful in
both, over the usually longer dis-
tance to detect food items and over
the shorter distances for quality
assessment and selection of individ-
ual items.15 Information from these
two phases does not fully overlap.
For example, a high-quality fruiting
tree may still have many undesirable
unripe fruits. Thus, finding the tree
and identifying the ripe fruits are
completely different tasks that
may challenge primates in different
ways.

Food Detection

Olfactory guided long-distance
food detection is probably the more
challenging task, requiring not only
the ability to detect and identify the
cue, but also to follow the odor and
track its source. In macroscopic
scales, air movement over an odor
source creates an odor plume that is
similar to smoke from a chimney.

Figure 1. Smelling through the main olfactory system. (1) Airborne chemicals enter the
nasal cavity when an individual is inhaling or actively sniffing. (2) The odorants reach the
olfactory epithelium, which hosts millions of nerve cells. Each nerve cell expresses only
one type of olfactory receptor (OR) and projects to the MOB, the first processing unit of
the main olfactory system. (3) Odorants bind to only a few ORs and evoke action poten-
tials that are carried to the MOB. (4) The signal from the one or more odorants are proc-
essed in the MOB, then passed to the olfactory cortex, the limbic system, and the rest of
the brain.7–9 Figure adapted from an original by Patrick J. Lynch, medical illustrator; C.
Carl Jaffe, MD, cardiologist; CC 2.5.
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Box 1. Linking Brain Structures and Olfactory Performance

Two main anatomical features of
the main olfactory system have
been considered to be good proxies
to estimate the relative importance
of olfaction in different species.
These features are the surface area
of the olfactory epithelium, on
which olfactory receptors are
expressed, and the size of the main
olfactory bulb (MOB), which proj-
ects to the olfactory epithelium and
processes its input.7,8,16 The sur-
face area of the olfactory epithe-
lium can potentially be indicative
of olfactory sensitivity because it
could host more olfactory recep-
tors, thus allowing detection of
odorants at lower concentrations.16

However, the fact that the number
of receptors per unit of area is not
constant across taxa renders it an
unreliable measurement.16 The
MOB, on the other hand, is clearly
defined in the brain and, because
of its direct projection to the olfac-
tory epithelium, may present a bet-
ter approximation for the actual

number of olfactory receptors and
thus, olfactory sensitivity.

Volumetric data for the size of
the MOB in dozens of primate spe-
cies are available17 and have been
used to compare different species
and lineages.19–21 But how should
size be measured? Primates’ brain
size is strongly correlated with
body mass22 and individual brain
structures change allometrically
with brain size.23 Thus, variation in
MOB size that derives from differ-
ences in body mass presumably is
not informative for any adaptation-
ist discussion. This logic led com-
parative studies of primates19–21

and other taxa24 to use the relative
rather than absolute size of the
MOB. However, this approach has
been criticized. In contrast to total
brain volume, which is assumed to
grow with body mass to accommo-
date the increase in muscle mass
and sensory input from a higher
surface area of the skin, olfactory
information, or sensory demand, is

not directly related to body size. It
is therefore doubtful that a larger
animal would require a larger
MOB.5 In addition, the MOB is not
fully constrained by total brain vol-
ume and shows some degree of
independent evolution.25,26 The
total number of neurons in the pri-
mate main olfactory bulb is corre-
lated with its absolute mass.27 The
size of the eyes or the primary vis-
ual cortex (V1) follows this same
logic. Larger animals do not need
larger eyes. The absolute size of the
visual cortex is correlated with the
number of neurons, and conse-
quently with success in solving vis-
ual challenges between and within
species.28 Thus, other studies have
used the absolute rather than the
relative size of the MOB as a proxy
for olfactory sensitivity.29

Making things even more com-
plex, when scaling aspects of the
olfactory system to body or brain
size, most studies log-transform the
variables in order to meet the

Figure 2. Same data, different conclusions. Differences in the size of the MOB in folivorous (Fol) and frugivorous/faunivorous (Fru/
Fau) primates using three legitimate scaling methods: absolute volume of the MOB, volume of the MOB relative to body mass,
and volume of the MOB relative to body mass when both variables are log-transformed. MOB volume and body mass data are
from Stephan, Frahm, and Baron17 (N 5 36 frugivorous/faunivorous and N 5 8 folivorous species); dietary categories are from Kap-
peler and Heymann.31 Asterisk denotes significance at a 5 0.05 from an independent contrasts linear regression model.32 Analyses
were done on R 3.0.333 with package Caper,34 using an independent-rates soft-bounded constraints phylogeny from Springer
and coworkers.35 The absolute size of the MOB of folivorous primates is, on average, a bit larger but at a statistically insignificant
level (F 5 0.53 (1, 42), p 5 ns). This is probably because folivorous species tend to be larger36 and thus have larger brains and
MOBs. The effect is reversed when looking at relative sizes of MOBs (F 5 1.05 (1, 42), p 5 ns) and becomes statistically significant
only when data are log-transformed (F 5 4.14 (1, 42), p 5 0.048). This may reflect genuinely higher emphasis on olfaction in these
species or merely an artifact of wrongly correcting for a larger body size in folivores.
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Odor plumes have a weak chemical
gradient across large distances and
therefore maintain the integrity, or
the proportion of odorants, over long
distances in a rather narrow plume.
This allows animals to scent-track
the origin of the plume, usually by
meandering in and around it.51

Humans have been shown to be able
to scent-track in two-dimensional
open-field conditions where the trail
was restricted to the ground and
movement was unconstrained.52

However, odor plumes are carried in
the air and primate movement in
three-dimensional space is restricted
by available supports. This is in con-
trast to insects, which can meander
around an odor plume. Thus,
olfactory-based long-distance loca-
tion of feeding sources is a challenge
in which primates are not expected
to excel.

Indeed, behavioral evidence of the
ability of primates to use their sense
of smell to find food over long dis-
tances is scarce. Two studies tested
the ability of several wild and semi-
wild New World primates to detect
fruit-baited feeding platforms based
on olfactory cues.53,54 Owl monkeys
(Aotus spp.) and one out of two
emperor tamarin (Saguinus impera-
tor) groups were capable of detecting
the baited platform above chance
level using only olfactory cues. How-
ever, these were the exceptions. Titi
monkeys (Callicebus cupreus), tufted
capuchins (Cebus apella), saddleback
tamarins (Saguinus fuscicollis), and
the second emperor tamarin group
failed this task. Moreover, the task
was to detect baited platforms from
a distance of only few meters, which
is easier than the distances over
which most primates search for
fruits.

A more recent study reported the
failure of captive owl monkeys to
locate baited feeding boxes based on
olfactory cues.55 The authors sug-
gested that issues such as motivation
and experimental design may have
contributed to the negative results.
Nevertheless, this study indicates
that tracking food sources using
olfactory cues is a task in which
even owl monkeys, which often
perform better than other New
World species in similar tasks,53,54

may not excel. Apart from that, nei-
ther positive nor negative evidence of
long-distance olfactory foraging
is available. The absence of evidence
is not necessarily evidence of
absence, but the fact that the typical
and easily identified scent-tracking
behavior most of us would identify
with dogs is practically absent from
the primate literature suggests that
this may simply not be a part of
their normal feeding strategy.

Successful use of olfaction to
detect food has been implied only in
shorter distances, when tracking
odor plumes is not required. Slender
lorises (Loris lydekkerianus lydekker-
ianus) increase the level of olfactory
investigation when foraging for
invertebrates56 and mouse lemurs
(Microcebus murinus) can detect
insect prey using only their sense of
smell.57 In addition, short-distance
olfactory-guided foraging has been
suggested to allow diademed sifakas
(Propithecus diadema) to locate
inflorescences hidden in leaf litter.58

Food Selection

Olfactory-based selection or
assessment of individual items is
probably an easier task that would
usually be conducted at a very short

distance in combination with other
senses.15 Here, the challenge is to
discriminate between the odors of,
for example, ripe and unripe fruits
and choose accordingly. Indeed, evi-
dence of the importance of olfaction
in primate food selection is much
more abundant.

Several studies have reported an
increase in sniffing behavior in situa-
tions that require quality assessment
of feeding items (Fig. 3). As opposed
to passive inhaling, sniffing is an
active process of sampling to the main
olfactory system. Repetitive sampling
at differing speeds, volumes, and fre-
quencies increases an animal’s ability
to assess odorant identity and concen-
tration.59,60 Thus, elevated levels of
sniffing are indicative of more thor-
ough olfactory investigation and reli-
ance on olfactory cues. Sniffing of
feeding items from short distances
has been described in captivity61 and
in the wild.62,63 Since sniffing occurs
after the item is located, it clearly
fulfills the function of quality
assessment.

Applying a more quantitative
approach, two studies on wild spi-
der monkeys (Ateles geoffroyi) and
white-faced capuchins (Cebus capu-
cinus) examined patterns of sniff-
ing behavior when selecting
figs.64,65 Both species increased
their sniffing behavior when feed-
ing on fig species that are visually
cryptic; that is, they do not provide
a reliable visual cue for ripeness.
This demonstrates the importance
of olfaction for fruit selection after
locating them. In addition, experi-
ments held in captivity showed that
tufted capuchins increase the rate
sniffing rate when unpalatable sec-
ondary compounds (pepper) are
added to otherwise desired food66

assumptions of the statistical meth-
ods employed.19–21 Although this is
a standard procedure, it might alter
the conclusions drawn from the
same dataset (Fig. 2). For example,
before log-transformations, the
nocturnal owl monkeys (Aotus
spp.) have the largest MOB to brain
ratio of all anthropoids. After trans-

formation, they lag behind six
other diurnal taxa.17

The question of proper scaling is
not unique to the main olfactory sys-
tem. For example, different legiti-
mate measurements of brain size
support different hypotheses regard-
ing encephalization in primates.30

This emphasizes that before using

any measurement as a proxy for
another trait, the functional and bio-
logical relations between the two
must be fully understood. So while it
is plausible that there is some con-
nection between the size of the MOB
in a species and its olfactory capabil-
ities, it is difficult at this point to
draw any direct line between the two.
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and that both spider monkeys and
squirrel monkeys (Saimiri sciureus)
increase frequency of sniffing when
facing novel items, probably in an
attempt to estimate their quality.67

Thus, evidence from the wild
and captivity indicates that sniffing
– active, repetitive olfactory sam-
pling – is common when examining
feeding items from close proximity
and increases when facing novel
items or when visual cues are
unavailable.

Furthermore, a few studies have
examined whether primates can rely
on olfactory cues to assess the quality
of feeding items. In captivity, three
lemur species (ruffed lemurs, Varecia
variegata; Coquerel’s sifakas, Propithe-
cus coquereli; and ring-tailed lemurs,
Lemur catta) were challenged to dis-
criminate between food items under
two conditions: preferred red foods
(ripe fruits or young leaves) and less-
preferred green foods (unripe fruits
and mature leaves).68 Olfactory cues,

either alone or in combination with
visual cues, aided all three species to
correctly choose the desired items.
Our own work suggests that both
cotton-top tamarins (Saguinus oedi-
pus) and common marmosets (Calli-
thrix jacchus) can, within one hour,
learn to discriminate between ran-
dom novel odors marking positive
and negative rewards and use them
to select desired odorless rewards
(Rathke and Nevo, unpublished data).
Finally, based on discrimination

Box 2. The Genetics of Olfaction and Comparative Studies

The Nobel-winning discovery of
the olfactory receptor (OR) gene
family37 introduced molecular biol-
ogy to the study of olfaction and
vice versa. Members of this massive
gene family code the majority of
the different olfactory receptors of
the main olfactory system, which
are expressed on the olfactory epi-
thelium. A broader range is
assumed to be associated with the
ability to detect more compounds
or better discriminate between
odors.38,39 Since some OR genes
have lost function in all primate
lineages (“pseudogenization”), the
remaining number of intact genes,
or the proportion of pseudogenes,
has been used to infer interspecific
variation in olfactory discrimina-
tion capacity.18,40–43 This assump-
tion, which is partially supported
by physiological studies,44 is rather
sound because animals like
rodents, which are generally
considered to be highly olfactory-
dependent, tend to have substan-
tially more intact ORs than do
animals such as dolphins, which
are considered to have little or no
reliance on olfaction.45

This comes, however, with some
caveats. To begin with, potentially
functional ORs can be expressed in
nonolfactory tissues, while pseudo-
genes can be expressed in the olfac-
tory epithelium.41 Thus, the
number of intact OR genes is not
necessarily equivalent to the num-
ber of expressed functional recep-
tors in the main olfactory system.

Moreover, even a good estimation
of the actual number of functional
receptors in the main olfactory sys-
tem would only be a very crude
proxy for the ability to rely on
olfaction to address real-life chal-
lenges. The primate OR family has
gone through a birth-and-death
process that included positive and
purifying selection.42,46 This means
that the functional genes in a given
species are not simply a fraction of
the ancestral stock, but a unique
combination of genes that may be
well adapted to species-specific
ecological requirements. For exam-
ple, a hypothetical dietary specialist
may rely on olfaction more than a
generalist does and present supe-
rior sensitivity and discrimination
capacities in its respective niche,
but have a smaller total number of
functional OR genes because its
olfactory system has to deal with
less diverse stimuli. Finally, given
the combinatorial nature of olfac-
tion, even the relatively modest set
of about 400 intact ORs present in
humans allows the detection and
discrimination of more than
400,000 different volatile com-
pounds47 and up to 1012 different
odor mixtures.48 It is therefore
hard to argue that this compara-
tively small number of functional
ORs is necessarily associated with
a handicapped sense of smell.49

Thus, ignoring results from
behavioral works and relying only
on genetics has led to unwarranted
conclusions. For example, in one of

the more insightful genetic works
to date, Dong and colleagues42 note
that the number of functional OR
genes is similar in different haplor-
rhine lineages and thus cannot
account for “the reduced olfactory
ability in apes and [Old World
monkeys].” This alleged reduced
ability, however, has never been
demonstrated in any physiological
or behavioral test. Its validity is
based only on the not-fully-
established assumption that a rela-
tively smaller main olfactory bulb
is associated with a reduction in
olfaction (Box 1).

The genetics of olfaction clearly
has a potential for going beyond
low-resolution measurements such
as “discrimination capacity” and
telling us which species is adapted
to work with which olfactory stim-
uli, and so to what extent a species’
main olfactory system has adapted
to cope with the relevant ecological
challenges. This, however, requires
much more than counts of intact
genes. It would not only require
identifying the ecologically relevant
odors, but also knowing which
genetic makeup generates higher
sensitivity to these stimuli and bet-
ter discrimination between them.
Although this approach is begin-
ning to be established,50 we are still
far from understanding the
environment-olfaction interaction
in such resolution for any species,
let alone for primates.
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between positive (food-related) and

negative stimuli, captive pigtailed
macaques (Macaca nemestrina) learn
to achieve high success rates in forag-

ing tasks.69

Summary: The Function of
Olfaction in Food Acquisition

Olfaction can potentially serve two
separate functions in primate feed-

ing ecology: food detection and selec-
tion. In fruit foraging, detection is

usually done over long distances; evi-
dence of the use of olfaction in this

process is scarce to nonexistent. In
contrast, there is much more evi-
dence, from both the wild and cap-

tivity, of reliance on olfaction for
quality assessment of feeding items.

Olfaction can be useful for locating
feeding items only when olfactory
sensation takes place over very short

distances that do not require track-
ing odor plumes. For example, insec-

tivores may use it to determine
whether tree-holes contain prey. In

this case, however, the use of olfac-
tion is functionally very similar to
selection. Olfaction may also be used

for quality assessment of caught
invertebrates, but we are not aware

of any study that has tested that.
An earlier account of primate sen-

sory ecology14 schematically portrayed

the different “sensory boundaries” of

primate food perception; that is, the
distances from which a foraging pri-
mate can gather information through
several sensory trajectories. While
acknowledging that evidence of the
use of olfaction over long distances
had been scarce, this article still
placed the olfactory boundary far
away from the foraging primate,
somewhere between the visual and
auditory boundaries. Given the data
that have accumulated since, we think
that the olfactory boundary should be
pushed back and considered to be
almost as small as the tactile bound-
ary. As important as olfaction may be,
current evidence suggests that it
serves primates mainly at very short
distances.

WHICH ECOLOGICAL NICHES
FAVOR RELIANCE ON

OLFACTION?

Olfaction could play an important
role in primate feeding ecology even
if primarily from short distances.
There are examples of reliance on
olfaction to acquire food in many
contexts: when feeding on fruits or
invertebrates, at day or night, and by
representatives of all major lineages.
However, there is a good reason to
believe that its importance – that is,
the fitness benefit from the ability to
acquire olfactory information quickly

and accurately – is not constant
across the diverse ecological niches
that primates occupy. Variation in
the relative size of the main olfactory
bulb and the share of functional
olfactory receptor genes have been
interpreted as evidence of differences
in the importance of olfaction across
these ecological niches (Table 1), but
the validity of these proxies is ques-
tionable (Box 1, 2).

Here, we examine whether avail-
able behavioral data indicate that
olfaction is more important in some
ecological niches than it is in others.
We look at studies that quantified
sniffing behavior or directly tested
success rates in foraging tasks that
represent superior olfactory sensitiv-
ity or discrimination capacity. The
relationship between the two is bidir-
ectional: Ecological contexts in
which olfactory cues can provide
more useful information or those in
which cues from other trajectories
are less available are expected to
increase the level of reliance on
olfaction. This should manifest in
increased olfactory sampling of feed-
ing items by sniffing. Over evolution-
ary time, a likely scenario is that
species with higher dependence on
olfactory cues would be subjected to
selection pressures for elaboration of
olfactory sensitivity and discrimina-
tion capacity. Superior ability to

Figure 3. Sniffing of feeding items. (A) In the final stage of quality assessment, a white-faced capuchin in �Area de Conservaci�on Guana-
caste, Costa Rica, sniffs a ripe fruit of Spondias purpurea after its removal (photo: Fernando Campos). (B) A chimpanzee sniffing fruits of
Ficus brachylepis in Kibale National Park, Uganda (photo: Nathaniel J. Dominy). (C) A verreaux’s sifaka sniffs a flower of Vanilla madagas-
cariensis, which they occasionally consume (Andrea Springer, personal communication) in the Kirindy Forest, Madagascar. Although pri-
mates’ sniffing of flowers before ingesting them has not been systematically recorded, it is likely that olfactory cues are involved in the
selection process (photo: Andrea Springer). [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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exploit olfactory cues should lead, in
turn, to higher allocation of time to
olfactory investigation during the
food-selection processes, and thus to
elevated sniffing behavior.

Dietary Strategies

Olfaction may play a role in forag-
ing for practically all primates’ die-
tary categories. Fleshy fruits often
bear odors that are unique to their
ripe phase; indeed, they may have
evolved to be olfactory-conspicuous
to frugivores.70,71 Further, fruit vola-
tile compounds may be indicative of
the fruits’ nutrient content.72 Mouse
lemurs have been reported to con-
sume fruit species that are more
odorous than do other sympatric
species.73 Olfaction may be useful in
other categories as well. The volatile
signatures of broken young and
mature leaves are different74 and
invertebrates sometimes emit odors
that may allow their identification.75

However, choosing these items or
searching for them over short distan-
ces also involves acquiring informa-
tion from other sensory trajectories:
auditory cues when catching prey,
tactile cues when choosing fruits or
leaves, and visual cues in practically
all cases. In addition, young leaves
tend to grow in predictable locations
on the branch,76 which may provide
a “micro-spatial” cue. Thus, olfactory
cues may be very useful in some
cases and redundant in others. The
question asked here is whether feed-
ing on items in some dietary catego-
ries is associated with greater
reliance on the sense of smell than
on others.

Although only a few studies have
addressed this question, those that
are available indicate that olfaction
is particularly useful when feeding
on fruits. Here, too, evidence comes
from studies that quantified the fre-
quency of sniffing behavior, or the
tendency to sample the odor of feed-
ing items, and from more direct
interspecific comparisons of success
rates in foraging tasks. In controlled
experiments conducted in captivity,
spider monkeys were found to
increase their sniffing behavior more
than squirrel monkeys did when
addressing novel feeding items.67

This was explained by spider mon-

keys’ higher degree of frugivory as

compared to the more insectivorous

squirrel monkeys, thus indicating

that more frugivorous species tend

to rely more on their sense of smell.

Another study compared the tend-

ency to rely on olfactory cues (sniff-

ing) as opposed to visual cues in

discrimination tasks in three captive

Malagasy primates of different die-

tary categories. Frugivorous ruffed

lemurs showed the highest tendency

to sniff items and could solve the

task only when olfactory cues were

present. Folivorous Coquerel’s sifa-

kas showed a lower level of sniffing

and could not solve the task based

solely on olfactory cues. Ring-tailed

lemurs, as generalists, were interme-

diate. They tended to use more visual
than olfactory investigation, but
could solve the task using either of
them alone.68 Taken together, these
studies indicate that more frugivo-
rous species have a higher tendency
to sniff feeding items, while species
that show a lesser degree of frugi-
vory are less likely to employ olfac-
tory investigation and rely more on
visual cues.

In another set of studies, it has
been shown that mouse lemurs are
able, based solely on olfactory cues,
to detect both fruits and invertebrate
prey hidden under opaque lids. How-
ever, success rates were much higher
for fruits, approximating 100%.57,77,78

Capuchin monkeys, which were
reported to use their sense of smell
when choosing fruits64, failed to

locate invertebrates from close prox-
imity when only olfactory cues were
available in captive conditions.79

Capuchins were also shown to have
higher olfactory discrimination
capacity for fruity (as opposed to
fishy) odors, thus indicating that
their sense of smell is particularly
tuned to fruity stimuli.80 Thus, spe-
cies that consume both fruits and
invertebrates achieve higher success
rates in foraging tasks when using
olfaction for fruit foraging. Finally,
physiological studies in several pri-
mate species reported high sensitivity
to and discrimination of odorants
commonly present in fruits.81–83

Whether or not the primate sense of
smell is similarly tuned to odorants
emitted by invertebrates or leaves is
unknown.

Thus, although comparative behav-
ioral data are still based on a small
number of species, they indicate that
olfaction is more important in fruit
selection than it is in foraging for
invertebrates or leaves. This may
derive from differences in the diffi-
culty of using olfaction in these lat-
ter tasks. In fruit foraging, as noted
earlier, the main function of olfac-
tion is not to locate a fruit but to
determine whether or not it is ripe.
Fruit odor can be endlessly
resampled (sniffed) from a very short
distance; it may have even evolved to
be olfactorily conspicuous – that is,
to provide a reliable odor signal for
ripeness.70,71 Thus, when choosing
fruits, primates can extract more
information via the olfactory trajec-
tory. Species for which fruits consti-
tute a large share of the diet may
have evolved superior olfactory capa-
bilities. This, in turn, makes frugivo-
rous species more likely to resort to
reliance on olfactory cues and show
elevated levels of sniffing behavior.
Invertebrates, on the other hand, are
expected to be under selection pres-
sures to reduce their olfactory signa-
ture. Even though there are
descriptions of reliance on olfaction
when finding invertebrates over
short distances, visual and auditory
cues probably play a bigger role in
their location. Finally, there are not
even anecdotal reports of sniffing
behavior in leaf foraging, thus sug-
gesting that folivores may rely even

although comparative
behavioral data are still
based on a small num-
ber of species, they indi-
cate that olfaction is
more important in fruit
selection than it is in for-
aging for invertebrates
or leaves.
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less on olfactory cues when selecting
leaves. The most likely explanation is
that other cues – specifically the
location, texture, and possibly the
color of leaves – provide sufficient
sensory information.

Availability of Visual Cues

The importance of olfaction for
food acquisition depends, then, on
the information given by the target’s
volatile signature and also by the
potential ability of primates to
acquire similar information through
other sensory trajectories, thus ren-
dering olfaction redundant. Vision is
often considered to be the main pri-
mate sensory modality84 and, indeed,
it is likely that the availability of vis-
ual cues reduces the importance of
olfaction. By extension, species hav-
ing high visual capacities would tend
to rely less on their sense of smell;
that is, they will show reduced levels
of sniffing and, over time, may
evolve to possess less acute olfactory
sensitivity or discriminatory capacity
as a result of the relaxation of selec-
tion pressures.

The notion of a trade-off between
olfaction and vision in primates goes
back to the earliest stages of biologi-
cal anthropology85 and has been in
the heart of the hypothesis that pri-
mates evolved as “visual predators”
in which enlargement of the orbits
forced a reduction of the olfactory
apparatus.86 This notion is further
supported by the fact that primate
olfactory and visual brain structures
are negatively correlated.20 Here, we
ask whether two factors that deter-
mine differences in the availability of
visual cues, activity time and varia-
tion in color-vision capacities, pre-
dict differences in the level of
reliance on olfaction.

Activity Time

Among anthropoids, the prediction
that nocturnal owl monkeys tend to
rely on olfaction more than do their
diurnal counterparts87 has been con-
firmed in two independent stud-
ies.53,54 Both employed similar
experimental approaches and dem-
onstrated that owl monkeys perform
better in olfactory-based food-detec-
tion tasks than do their diurnal

counterparts. Yet these results are

based on a single species. To show

that this is indeed a pattern, the

results need to be replicated in strep-
sirrhines, among which more noctur-

nal species are available. Another

interesting parallel would be a com-

parison of day and night feeding in

cathemeral species or diurnal species
such as spider and woolly monkeys

(Lagothrix spp.), which occasionally

forage at night (Carlos Peres, perso-

nal communication).

Color Vision

Primates are the only eutherian

mammals known to have acquired full

trichromatic vision.88 However, not all

species are fully trichromatic. Old
World monkeys, apes, and New World

howler monkeys (Alouatta spp.) are

habitually trichromatic. All other spe-

cies are di- or monochromatic or pres-
ent population-level polymorphism in
which all males and some females are
dichromats and the rest of the females
are trichromats.88,89

The prediction that full trichro-
matic vision is associated with a
reduction in olfaction has been
mainly addressed in genetic works
(Table 1). Two behavioral studies
measured the tendency to sniff fruits
before ingestion in wild groups of
two New World monkey species.
They genotyped the females to deter-
mine whether they were di- or tri-
chromatic and tested the hypothesis
that dichromats sniff fruits more
often to compensate for the lack of
visual information available to tri-
chromatic group members. The
results were contradictory: An effect
was found in capuchins,64 but not in
spider monkeys.65

Evidence from comparative physi-
ological studies provides a clearer
picture. In a series of studies, Laska
and colleagues compared olfactory
sensitivity and discrimination
capacity in three New and Old World
monkey species: pigtailed macaques,
squirrel monkeys, and spider mon-
keys.10,11,82,90–92 Although not
addressing the question directly,
these experiments included male
New World monkeys, which neces-
sarily are dichromats; female New
World monkeys, which may have
been trichromats; and Old World
monkeys, which are trichromats. The
results, encompassing a wide range
of odorants, did not show any clear
difference between New and Old
World species and therefore imply
that differences in color vision are
not necessarily associated with inter-
specific differences in olfactory sen-
sitivity or discrimination capacity.

Thus, the prediction of lesser reli-
ance on olfaction by trichromats is
not, to this point, unequivocally sup-
ported by the available data.
Although based on only few studies,
if the lack of a trade-off between full
color vision and olfaction is indeed
genuine, two nonmutually exclusive
explanations come to mind. The first
is that acquisition of trichromatic
vision does not impose strong con-
straints on olfaction. Trichromacy
was achieved through a duplication
of the M-L opsin gene.88 The expres-
sion of three rather than two opsin
genes in the eye should not impose
any constraints on olfaction like
those attributed to the enlargement
of the orbits, which supposedly
forced a reduction in olfaction.86 The
second potential explanation, a func-
tional one, is that there is little over-
lap in the information that color
vision and the sense of smell pro-
vide. It has been speculated that tri-
chromatic vision specifically helps in
long-distance detection of fruits.93

Thus, if the sense of smell is indeed
less important at anything beyond a
short distance, color vision and
olfaction may be complementary:
Trichromacy helps identify fruit-
bearing trees, while olfaction is used
in the short distance, along with
other senses, to determine whether
an individual fruit is ripe.

the prediction of lesser
reliance on olfaction by
trichromats is not, to this
point, unequivocally
supported by the avail-
able data.
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WHAT NEXT?

The proliferation of behavioral and

physiological work in recent years

has begun to establish trends that

allow us to depart from the vague

notion that olfaction may be impor-

tant to primate feeding ecology and

to begin to understand how it helps

primates to acquire food and in

which contexts it becomes useful.

Currently available findings indicate

that olfaction is used primarily in

short distances and usually for food

selection. These results also support

arguments for some of the factors

that have been suggested to affect

the level of reliance on olfaction

(diet, activity period), but provide

less support for others (color vision).

However, these data are still too

scarce and unstandardized to reach

clear conclusions. We are therefore

hopeful that emphasizing these gaps

in the available data will encourage

future studies.
More specifically, we see three

main approaches that would signif-
icantly improve our understanding
of the roles of olfaction in primate
feeding ecology. One is the chemi-
cal ecology of primate feeding
behavior, which involves connect-
ing primate physiological capacities
and ecologically relevant chemically
resolved stimuli; another is a sys-
tematic comparative approach in
behavioral studies to control for the
many confounding factors; the
third is identification of similar and
contrasting trends in nonprimate
taxa.

Chemical ecology of primate
feeding behavior

Something almost fully missing

from available studies is an under-

standing of the chemical world

within which the primate olfactory

system has to pursue foraging and

food selection. There are practically

no published analyses of the odors

of the fruits that primates consume

or the invertebrates they catch in the

wild. So far, to our knowledge, only

one study conducted chemical analy-

ses of natural odors of fruits con-

sumed by primates,73 but even in it

the actual chemical profiles of

primate-consumed fruits have not

been published.
Modern techniques allow relatively

easy and cheap sampling and

TABLE 1. Which Ecological Niches Favor Reliance on Olfaction in Primate Feeding Ecology?

Behavior

Anatomy (size of main

olfactory bulb)

Genetics (OR repertoire; share of

functional genes or proportion of

pseudogenes)

Diet Primates rely on olfactory
cues more when feeding
on fruits. Olfaction is also
useful in insect foraging,
but probably less than in
fruit foraging. No evidence
of reliance on olfactory cues
when feeding on leaves.

57,67,68,
77–80

Frugivores/
insectivores
have a relatively larger
main olfactory bulb

19–21 No clear difference
in pseudogenization
rate between species
of different dietary
categories (but not
tested directly)

40,94

Activity
time

Nocturnal owl monkeys
outperform diurnal New
World monkeys in
olfactory-based food
searching tasks

53,54 Nocturnal species
have a relatively
larger main
olfactory bulb

19–21 No difference
in pseudogenization
rate between nocturnal
and diurnal species (but
not tested directly and
based on only one species)
More functional OR genes in
nocturnal strepsirrhines than
in diurnal haplorrhines (not
tested directly)

40,94
43

Color
vision

No clear differences in olfactory
sensitivity or discrimination
capacity between Old World
routine trichromats and
polymorphic New World
monkeys

10,11,82,
90–92

Not tested
directly

No connection between
trichromacy and loss of
functional ORs

43

Within species: dichromatic
capuchins sniff more frequently
when selecting figs.
No difference between tri-
and dichromatic spider
monkeys

64,65 Routinely trichromatic
howler monkeys have
a higher proportion of
OR pseudogenes than
do other polymorphic
New World monkeys

40,94

Summary of the behavioral evidence for differences in the level of reliance on olfaction when feeding on different dietary cat-
egories, between diurnal and nocturnal species and between tri- and dichromats, and a comparison to the conclusions from
anatomical and genetic analyses. For the issues in interpreting the variation in anatomical and genetic features of the main
olfactory system, see Box 1, 2.
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analysis of volatile compounds in the
field.95 Introducing those techniques
to the study of primate feeding ecol-
ogy could resolve many questions. If,
indeed, olfaction is more relied on in
fruit selection and in some contexts
in insect foraging, the targets for
chemical investigation should be the
odor profiles of ripe, unripe, and
overripe fruits, as well as occupied
and unoccupied tree holes or other
microhabitats in which prey can be
found. This can establish, first,
whether there is even the potential
for reliance on olfactory cues: If an
unripe fruit smells just like a ripe
one, there is no need to look further.
Once the “olfactory distance”
between desired and undesired items
is understood, many questions can
be asked. Can primates discriminate
between the odors? Are success rates
in choosing the right fruit or tree
hole greater when the odor is pres-
ent? Is this ability learned or innate?
Further investigations can focus on
individual compounds or compound
classes and see which contribute to
primates’ discrimination capacity.
Finally, if certain compounds or
compound classes turn out to be
more important than others, func-
tional genomics may be able to iden-
tify the olfactory receptors that allow
their detection. Several studies have
identified primate olfactory receptor
genes that have gone through posi-
tive selection.42,46 Thus, by connect-
ing the two, future work may be able
to reveal in great detail which chemi-
cal stimuli are relevant enough to
have exerted significant selection
pressures on the primate olfactory
receptor gene repertoire. This is a
trail that can lead to very high-
resolution understanding of lineage-
specific olfactory adaptations.

A more comprehensive knowledge
of the olfactory challenges faced by
primates can then be taken to the lab
and applied in controlled captive
experiments that would connect phys-
iological capacities and the ability to
deal with ecologically relevant chal-
lenges. So far, there has been an
almost complete separation: Studies
have been about either physiology but
less ecologically relevant information
or vice versa. For example, available
data suggest that in fruit acquisition

the main function of olfaction is fruit
selection, but it is unclear which
aspects of the primate olfactory sys-
tem have been under stronger positive
selection as a consequence of this
requirement. By measuring the olfac-
tory sensitivity and discrimination
capacity of ecologically relevant and
chemically known stimuli, compara-
tive analyses can test whether more
frugivorous species show higher sensi-
tivity to the odorants emitted by fruits
or higher discrimination capacity
between these odorants and the odors
of unripe fruits. When choosing fruits,
the most important information is not
whether the fruit is there, but whether
it is ripe, unripe, overripe, or poten-
tially infested. Considering that fruits
are not expected to be under selection
pressures to lower their olfactory
signature, olfactory discrimination
capacity is expected to be more
important than sensitivity. Thus it can
be predicted that the degree of frugi-
vory in a species is positively corre-
lated with its ability to discriminate
between relevant odorants.

A similar approach can be applied
to the location of slow or sedentary
invertebrates from short distances.
Here, the information sought is
mostly whether the prey is present
or not. Furthermore, if primates and
other predators use olfactory cues
to locate these slow sedentary inver-
tebrates, they are expected to be
under selection pressure to lower
their olfactory signature. Thus, it
may turn out that olfactory sensitiv-
ity, not discrimination, is the olfac-
tory capacity most important for
insectivores.

Comparison of olfactory capacities
when dealing with ecologically rele-
vant stimuli could help us depart
from a rather simplistic discussion
regarding “olfactory elaboration.”
Olfaction can be useful in more than
one way and different ecological
challenges are expected to exert dif-
ferent selection pressures on the var-
ious aspects of the main olfactory
system. Moreover, establishing the
connection between an ecological
challenge and olfactory capacity
could be used to reassess the quality
of measurements such as the size of
the main olfactory bulb and the
olfactory receptor gene repertoire as

proxies for actual olfactory perform-

ance in species-specific ecological

challenges.

Comparative Behavioral Tests

The main issue in the search for

olfactory adaptation is the presence

of many confounding factors. For

example, howler monkeys, the only

New World primate with routine tri-

chromacy,88 can be an interesting

model taxon for examining whether

elaboration of color vision is associ-

ated with a reduction in olfaction.40

However, their rather folivorous

diet,96 which may also predict a

reduction in the reliance on olfac-

tion, requires controlling for diet

before any conclusions can be drawn

regarding the interplay between

color vision and olfaction.
Other confounding factors may be

related to nonfeeding functions of

olfaction. Although some social sig-

nals are processed by the independ-

ent accessory olfactory system in

mammals, the main and accessory

olfactory systems show some func-

tional overlap.6 Thus, the main olfac-

tory system is expected to respond to

selection pressures from various
nonfeeding behaviors. Crucially, diet

and activity time are somewhat cor-

related with social structure in pri-

mates; many insectivores are also

nocturnal and solitary. Hence, it is

likely that high olfactory capabilities

are promoted by one factor and sec-

ondarily employed in other contexts,

making it difficult to determine the

relative contribution of each factor.
The problem of numerous confoun-

ding factors can only be addressed if

future studies take a more compara-

tive approach and are designed to con-

trol for all relevant variables. For

instance, contrasting howler monkeys

with muriquis (Brachyteles sp.), the

other rather folivorous New World pri-

mate that does not share howlers’

habitual trichromacy, could help

resolve the question of whether tri-

chromatic vision is associated with

less reliance on olfaction. Moreover,

perhaps the most efficient approach to

control for the relevant factors would

be to focus on intraspecific variation,

comparing conspecific dichromatic
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and trichromatic New World monkeys

or lemurs.

Comparison to Other Taxa

Finally, the processes examined

here are not confined to the primate

order. Other taxonomic groups,

such as bats or birds, are at least as

ecologically diverse and also possess

other strong sensory modalities that

may have had an effect on the evo-

lution of olfaction. Comparative

anatomical and genetic studies that

looked at carnivores,97 birds,98,99

bats,24 and other mammals100 are now

available. Behavioral studies showed

both similar and different trends:

Long-distance olfactory-based detec-

tion is common in procellariiform

birds,101 whereas bats use olfaction in

both detection and selection.102,103

Considering the similarities and differ-

ences between primates and other

taxa would shed additional light on

ecological adaptations, proximate

mechanisms and constraints, and help

unravel universal trends in olfactory

ecology and evolution.
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